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Who is NAXION?
Who We Are

Now past the century mark, NAXION is a research-powered consulting firm that
integrates sophisticated design and methods with specialized expertise to guide
important business decisions.

What We Do

We aim for impact. Our mission is to help companies direct the destiny of their
brands and their businesses based on authoritative research, effective data
synthesis, and astute interpretation.

What Differentiates Us

NAXION’s enterprise DNA reflects our origins as the world’s first business
intelligence firm and our subsequent history as a division of the worldwide
consulting firm, Booz Allen Hamilton. Today, we’re an employee-owned
community with a fierce dedication to the quality of service and insight we offer
our clients. Our unique history and organizational culture equip us to provide
highly-customized and consultative solutions at all stages of commercial
development.
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NAXION’s Annual Fleet Outlook Study

Objectives
Since 2017, track annual
trends including:
• Opportunities and challenges

Sample
10,000

Panel of 10,000+ fleets with VINs
rolled-up to the fleet level
Includes Truck classes 4-8+
(concentration in classes 6-8) and Buses

• Technology advancement
• Planning and investment priorities
• Impact of gender diversification
• Other emerging topics

Primary Decision-Makers for
commercial truck purchasing
(e.g., Fleet Decision-Makers, company
owners, CEOs, COOs, presidents)
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NAXION Annual Fleet Outlook Study in a COVID19 Context
• Economic uncertainty among Fleet Decision-Makers rebounded in 2019, pushing driver retention
and hiring and equipment needs to the forefront.
• During recent months, however, the Coronavirus has rapidly changed the day-to-day realities of
fleet-based businesses in the United States.
• While most states enforced stay-at-home rules, many fleet-based businesses were deemed
essential services, continuing to operate – albeit in a vastly-altered landscape.
• That altered landscape included supply chain disruptions, emergency delivery needs, longer hours,
volatile trucking volumes, and new driver safety protocols.
• Through the lens of COVID19, this year’s Fleet Study sought to understand the Fleet marketplace:
• Explore when Fleet Decision-Makers anticipate returning to “normal”
• Identify what challenges need to be addressed to allow them to succeed
• Understand how fleet size and vocation may influence challenges
• Assess recall of and reaction to OEM COVID19-related messaging
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COVID19 Fleet Outlook Study: What We Asked

• Economic Optimism

• Investment Plans (next 12m)

• Truck/Engine Ownership

• Enterprise Optimism

• Recall of COVID19 OEM
Messaging

• Characteristics of Enterprise
(e.g., woman-owned,
essential)

• Challenges

• COVID19 Attitudes

• Employment Dynamics

• Expectations of return to
‘normal’

Sentiment
Tracking

Industry
Behaviors and
COVID19

Decision-Maker
Profile
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Our COVID19 Study Reflects the Voice of Your Target Market

201 Respondents
91% Essential Businesses

Quantitative
May 11 - May 18

Type of Truck Owned*
Class 8/Line Haul

53%

Class 4

37%

Class 6

34%

Class 7

32%

Class 8/Vocational

31%

Class 5
Class A, C, D bus

Size of Fleet

25%
18%

Large
(101+ Trucks)

32%
Medium
11-100 Trucks)

*Percentages sum to greater than 100% because respondents can own more than one type

10%

Vocation
General Freight
Construction
Food and Beverage
Government
Small
(1-10 Trucks) Towing
Pick-up and Delivery
Line-Haul
58%
School Bus Transport
Heavy Hauling
Sanitation/Refuse/Hazardous
Utility/Service
City Delivery
Liquid Bulk
All Other

% of Respondents
20%
16%
8%
6%
5%
4%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
2%
20%
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Current Employment Dynamics Are Largely Steady
Net Change in Drivers Employed Past Year

Drivers Employed Today

(N=201)

54 drivers on average

30%

24%

45%

1-3

4-9

10+

No Change
55%

Drivers Hired Past Year

Increasing
29%

15 drivers on average

30%

34%
0

16%

1-3

4-9

20%

10+

Decreasing
16%

Drivers Left Past Year
14 drivers on average

37%

30%
0

1-3

4-9

12%

20%

10+
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Fleet Decision-Makers Are Much Less Optimistic This Year
• Small Fleets are more pessimistic than Large
Fleets (54% v 33% bottom two box)

Overall Economy 2020

A lot less
optimistic
19%

30%

A lot more
optimistic

28%

15%

13%

A lot less optimistic

28%

Less optimistic

Slightly less optimistic

19%

About the same

0%

45 pt
drop

Overall Economy 2019

1%4%

7% 1%

27%

Slightly more optimistic

7%

More optimistic

A lot more optimisic
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Uncertainty, Especially Economic, Dominates All Concerns
% Indicating Significant Challenge
Economic Uncertainty
Uncertainty around when it will be safe to
re-open business ‘as usual’

55%

22%

38%

NA

Political Uncertainty

35%

37%

Increasing Costs
Uncertainty around shipping patterns
(e.g., delays, volumes)

34%

37%

30%

NA

29%

Driver Shortage
Driver Health

25%

NA

24%

Regulatory Uncertainty
Increasing Competition
Technological Uncertainty

42%

13%
10%

15%

23%

32%
% in 2020 reporting 6-7 where 7 is "Significant Challenge"
% in 2019 reporting 6-7 where 7 is "Significant Challenge"
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There’s a COVID19 Lens, But Day-to-Day Concerns Remain
Managing Uncertainty

Safety

Maintaining the Fleet

• “My biggest concern is the chance of the
Covid19 coming back in the fall/winter.”
Small Fleet, Essential

• “Safety measures regarding PPE and
work environments.”
Small Fleet, Essential

• “Getting new trucks, drivers and other
equipment needed.”
Medium Fleet, Essential

• “How we emerge from this dynamic
change will play a big role in the over all
economy which will then effect
transportation. Work from home will
impact us in oil and gas by reducing
overall consumption.”
Medium Fleet, Essential

• “Keeping our staff safe because we deal
with the public. Customers have to hold
or touch driver phones for signatures.”
Medium Fleet, Essential

• “Maintain vehicle maintenance
guidelines needed.”
Large Fleet, Essential

• “Customers closing, product shortages
because of supply chain problems, etc.”
Medium Fleet, Essential

• “At the mills, I must wait longer because
the staff must check my temperature and
ask medical questions about the Corona
virus.”
Small Fleet, Essential

• “Needing additional drivers and more
trucks.”
Small Fleet, Essential
• “Needing to buy new equipment.”
Medium Fleet, Essential

• “Ever-changing regulatory changes.”
Small Fleet, Non-essential
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They are Less Optimistic About Their Own Businesses Too
2020 Own Business

8%

21%

29%

26%

12%

8%

27%

26%

27%

A lot less optimistic

Less optimistic

Slightly less optimistic

Slightly more optimistic

More optimistic

A lot more optimisic

Say own industry is
likely to fare well in
the near and
Compared to High Optimism Fleets (n=32)
medium-term

24%

0%

43 pt
drop

2019 Own Business

1%5%

3%

14%

5%

About the same

Believe their company will
NOT quickly (or ever)
return to pre-COVID
financial health
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COVID19 Dominates Their Comments
Total Less Optimistic (1-3 on 7-pt. scale)

Total More Optimistic (5-7 on 7-pt. scale)

“Rates are horrible. Two-way hauls are hard to find.”
Small Fleet, Essential

“I think once everything opens business will boom.”
Small Fleet, Essential

“Our customers have been impacted by COVID so as a result it does affect us.
We may have it better than most, but our numbers and projections are down
somewhat compared to a couple of months ago. Even with record current
unemployment, quality drivers are still hard to find as well.”
Medium Fleet, Essential

“Even during this crisis, our company has prevailed, and our customers have
shown more dedication to us as their freight haulers than ever before.”
Small Fleet, Essential

“With COVID-19, it has affected every part of our economy. When people
don't have money to spend, less gets purchased, less gets shipped,
manufactured, etc.”) Large Fleet, Non-essential

“We have been very busy this year and have been told by customers they are
wanting to increase production.” Medium Fleet, Essential

“Based on fear, people will be holding back on their spending.”
Small Fleet, Essential

“I believe that when America opens again that the rates in the industry will
go up from where we were last year.” Medium Fleet, Essential

“Just unsure of what the future holds for our nation in general.”
Small Fleet, Essential

“The pandemic has not slowed us down one bit. We have a lot of business in
the pipeline.” Medium Fleet, Essential

“The coronavirus pandemic has taken a very negative toll on the trucking
industry’s performance and profit. I never imagined this would take place.”
Medium Fleet, Essential

“We have been able to demonstrate good protection for our residents and
maintain good financial stability during what is sure to be the most difficult
time of our professional careers.” Small Fleet, Essential
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Amidst Uncertainty, Investment Plans Drop Significantly
% Indicating Significant Increase in Investment
Driver retention

14%

Hiring

37%

13%

New vehicle and equipment purchases

32%

8%

Pay raises and/or bonuses

23%

9%

Safety-related technologies

22%

15%

Advanced technologies

15%

10%

Marketing

6%

Buildings/facilities
Increased gender diversity

37%

13%

Vehicle parts and maintenance

Alternative fuel technologies

42%

14%

12%

7%
8%

4%

4%

Medical and/or insurance benefits

NA

Electric vehicles

NA

7%
14%

5%

% in 2019 reporting 6-7 where '7' is 'Increase Significantly'
% in 2020 reporting 6-7 where '7' is 'Increase Significantly'
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OEMs Have Been Largely Silent (and Generic) During this Time
% Receiving Outreach from OEM

63%
N…
None
C…
14%
14%
F…
12%
I…
12%
K…
11%
F…
9%
P…
“They have put out multiple e-mails and have had webinars. How to stay safe and policies that are
recommended”
7%
C…
--Large Fleet, Essential Business, Leasing Company
6%
D…
“Maintaining safe distance for customers and employees, phone call explaining their procedures for the virus
prevention”
5%
V…
--Large Fleet, Essential Business, Line-Haul
5%
M…
“Welcomed the email, received several emails, almost daily. Communication was good. Just a reminder that
4%
P…
they were there and operating during the COVID emergency”
--Medium Fleet, Essential Business, Food and Beverage
H… 3%
“They let us know what they were doing to protect customers and any changes to their business practices.
B… 3%
Most were generic and welcomed”
W… 2%
--Small Fleet, Essential Business, Emergency Services
T… 1%
I… 1% Note: Based to Total Sample (N=201)
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Most COV19 Messaging Has Come Via Email or Dealer Calls
Freightliner’s message of ‘we are in this together’ receives
mixed reviews but may have boosted recall.
Brands

Cummins

COVID19 Communications
• “Several emails have gone out about what they are doing as a company to ensure employee and customer safety”
• “Email and in-person call from the local rep to discuss the current situation”
• “Communication was good. just a reminder that they were there and operating during the COVID emergency”

Freightliner

• “Same old story with ads saying we in this together”
• “Basically said we are all in this together if you need anything reach out to us”
• “Emailed letter stating how they were handling the lock downs and that they would be here to help if needed”

Kenworth

•
•
•
•

Ford

• “Basically I can purchase a vehicle without personal interaction Nice to know Ford is trying to prevent the virus from spreading”
• “They let us know what they were doing to protect customers and any changes to their business practices”
• “Emailed letter stating how they were handling the lock downs and that they would be here to help if needed”

“Favorable communication - awareness and communication regarding local store hours”
“Just an email from my local dealer with new service/parts protocols”
“Washing hands and sanitizing hands with the delivery guys”
“They let us know what they were doing to protect customers and any changes to their business practices”
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COVID19 Insights Top the List of Information Needs, but
Financial Support and Sales/Service Support Also Bubble Up
COVID19 Insights
• “Production planning forecasts.”
Large Fleet, Essential
• “Health status of their business.”
Small Fleet, Essential
• “How these companies are going to
adapt with handling virus concerns
relating to service work done on all
vehicle types.”
Large Fleet, Essential
• “I would like to see how they see their
industry moving forward.“
Medium Fleet, Essential
• “Details relative to availability or lack of
because of the virus.”
Medium Fleet, Essential
• “Knowledge.”
Small Fleet, Essential

Financial Support
• “Hopefully, they will have some discounts
and purchasing options that will help my
business this fall.”
Small Fleet, Essential
• “Decrease in price or at least to remain
the same. I feel that even in a recession
or pandemic prices for new trucks and
parts continue to rise ”
Small Fleet, Non-Essential
• “Substantial discounts on shop labor,
maintenance, parts and repairs.”
Small Fleet, Essential
• “Freeze prices for a while.”
Small Fleet, Non-Essential
• “Availability of aftermarket or more
affordable parts.”
Medium Fleet, Essential

Sales and Service Support
• A little higher level of customer care.”
Small Fleet, Essential
• “Paccar needs to take a more active role
in how their dealerships treat the
customers.”
Small Fleet, Essential
• “International needs to get on the same
page with their dealers. Dealers aren't
wanting to abide by the warranty issues.
It is easier for them to just charge the
customer.”
Medium Fleet, Essential
• “To keep things as simple as possible
along with making components more
easily accessible.”
Small Fleet, Essential
• “More qualified sales and service people,
more communication prior to purchases
and service work.”
Small Fleet, Non-Essential
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Takeaways
Uncertainty, Concern, Reluctance to Invest
Optimism has plummeted since last year and plans to invest have
largely collapsed for the moment, with focus on “hanging-in” rather
than large-scale spending.

Among Fleets (Often) Providing Essential Services
Despite unfavorable economic conditions, many in the industry
can’t afford to be idle, as they play a critical role in supporting
what remains ‘open’ in our economy.

Demands that OEMs Be Present!
Creating a dialogue with messaging that is frequent (enough),
relevant, and authentic is essential to providing necessary care to
customers and to creating necessary differentiation for the long haul.
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Thought-Starters – What Do You Think?
Stakeholder
Engagement

Customer
Support

Information
Sharing

• Build Driver/DecisionMaker/Dealer Advisory
Panels to provide ongoing,
on-the-ground info on
concerns of each audience
• Facilitate communities or
forums to share tips
among key audiences
• Develop and thoroughly
test messaging

• Assist customers with
vehicle retrofits while they
aren’t able to invest in
new vehicles
• Optimize access to repair
instructions/parts to
maximize vehicle uptime
• Consider ways of providing
necessary financial
support to impacted fleets

• Develop resource
lists/blogs/webinars about
economic outlook,
COVID19, etc for customer
and dealer audiences
• Provide continuous
updates on public and
private website
• Collaborate with
competitors directly or
indirectly (e.g., via industry
associations like NAFA) on
COVID19 initiatives
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We’ve Been Around for
Over a Century

Find Out Why
naxionthinking.com
1835 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
tdorsey@naxionthinking.com
215-496-6844
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